This flexible job will entail the candidate to work in the industry getting the basics of brokerage under their belt. Job activities will include:

- Cold Calling
- Canvassing
- Marketing
- Lease Negotiations
- Lease Proposals
- Trade Show attendance and representation
- And other responsibilities that will be essential to any fledgling Commercial RE broker.

The compensation will be commission based. Currently there are a number of projects the candidate will be able to work on. There will also be opportunities for the candidate to work in tandem with myself to gain experience and commission. I will also be acting as a mentor for the candidate to learn the inside of the industry and perhaps learn how to make a very rewarding career in RE.

Twin Rivers is a retail development company and the experience will be most focused on retail development and leasing with a bit of investment brokerage mixed in.

This could be an intern situation but I would need to know that the candidate is looking to commit to the position and expectations would be for the person to go full time after some point.

Please contact Phil Rose at phil@twinriverscap.com